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Abstract The iden of an integrnted Lntin Americnn region goes bnck to the enrly post
independence period, and yet, in s11bstance, Lnti11 American regionalism /ms remained 
far be/1ind its stated nims. Tlie perceived implementntion gnp /ins rnised t/1e question 
why policymakers continued to talk abo11t something they nppenred to nvoid in prnctice. 
Tl1is nrticle contributes to the dehnte 011 Lntin America's i11tegrntion gnp btJ exploriug 
the phe110111e11011 of declarnfory regionnlism - tfze prnctice of referring to the region m1d 
its institutions in politicnl speeches. Bnsed 011 quantitative text annlysis of the speec/1es 
presidents delivered an1111nlly nt tlze UN's General Assembly bctween 1994 nnd 2014, we 
slww tlznt tllis prnctice /ins not bee11 uniform. Presidents distinguish between different 
forms of regionnlism, integrntion nnd cooperntion, and frnme the geogrnphical region tl1ey 
refer to nccordingly. /11 111otivnti11g presidents to spenk nbout integrntion ns opposed to 
cooperntion, ideology nnd democrntic performnnce stand out ns cr11cial fnctors. 

Introduction 

The idea of Latin American integration is as old as the region's states themselves. 
In 1824, Simon Bolivar called for the first Pan-Amedcan Congress and urged the 
republics of the Arnericas to unite (Bushnell 2003, 159). Since then, the concept of 
integration has changed. WhHe for Bolfvar unity was tobe achieved in a political 
federation, today the dominant idea of regional integration in Latin America has 
come to resemble the experience of the European Union (EU), that is, 'integration' 
refers to a process in which 'nation states voluntarily rningle, merge and mix with 
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their neighbours so as to lose the factual attributes of sovereignty' (Haas 1970). In 
practice, however, policies that have led to the transfer of sovereignty to a supra
national regime have been few and far between. 

Since the 1960s, the region has witnessed four waves of regional integra
tion efforts (Oabene 2009). Although each wave was accompanied by fervent 
enthusiasm, sooner or later these initiatives crumpled. Malamud and Gardini 
lamented that in the Latin American case 'regionalism understood as "compre
hensive economic integration" in a macro-region is losing ground to region
alism understood as "a set of diverse cooperation projects"' (MaJamud and 
Gardini 2012, 117). Another observer even described 'laxity' in implement
ing formal rules as a founding principJe of Latin America's regional identity 
(Domfnguez 2007, 94-97). Most recently, the agenda of regional integration 
gained prominence again when the early 2000s saw leftist governments being 
elected across the region (Sanahuja 2009; Rjggirozzi and Tussie 2012). As Latin 
America's 'Pink Tide' ebbed away, however, a long list of stated aims remains 
unfulfilled. 

Strikingly, Latin America's regionalist discourse appears to have continued 
unaffected by the repeated setbacks. As one scholar noted, 'after any international 
dispute a bunch of statesmen rush to declare that "the conflict is over, now it is 
time for integration"' (Malamud 2013, 20, 4). Moreover, policy-makers have not 
got tired of reviving the old ideas by reforming existing institutions and creating 
new ones (Rojas Aravena 2010). The stickiness of Latin America's regionalist idea 
was also recognized in a recent edited volume that enquires into the Resilience of 
region(l/ism in L!ttin Americn nnd the Cnribbean (Rivarola Puntigliano and Briceno
Ruiz 2013). The editors argue that Latin America's discourse-heavy regional
ism-short-in-delivering is best described as a 'cultural-identity space' driven by 
the quest for emancipation (Dabene 2009). Other authors have come to similar 
conclusions stating that Latin American regionalism serves a ceremonfal function 
in diplomacy (Montecinos 1996) or provides an ideational dimension bringing 
the regional states together (Rivarola Puntigliano and Briceno-Ruiz 2013). How
ever, these arguments lump together different forms and types of regionalism 
and imply that regionalist discourse has persisted equally across time and space; 
two generalizations that appear problematic when one considers Latin America's 
regional institutional conglomerate of 'coexisting and competing projects with 
fuzzy boundaries' (Tussie 2009, 170). 

First, regionalism can take different forms of either cooperation or integra
tion. 'Cooperation' is less demanding and refers to policy coordination broadly 
defined, either in specific issue areas or in entire policy fields. Cooperation can 
be spontaneous and temporary or can result in concerted action over extended 
periods of time. In any case, however, it is different from 'integration', whlch 
entails a transfer of sovereignty away from the state (Haas 1970; Nye 1968). This 
definition is reflective of the politica1 realm, but it is implicit also in Sela Balas
sa's classical model of economic integration, which proceeds from preferential 
trade agrcements in five steps to complete economic integration (Balassa 1967). 
Already at step three, the transition from a customs union to a common market, 
some degree of political integration becomes necessary. At the very least, further 
integration towards the fourth step, economic union, is impossible without the 
transfer of sovereignty, for instance to a central bank. Yet, given that no single 
Latin American institution has been endowed with wide-ranging competences, 
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it is worth asking whether policy-makers have kept talking about 'integration' 
or rather have used the more realistic term 'cooperation' when speaking about 
regional relations. 

Secondly, regions are socially constructed and the 'oversupply of integra
tion initiatives' (Rojas Aravena 2013, 159) renders it far from seif-evident which 
region Latin American countries see themselves as being part of: Latin America, 
South America, or one of the hemisphere's other sub-regions, such as the Andean 
region or Central America? Against this backd rop, this article seeks to advance 
our understanding of Latin America's declaratory regionaJism by addressing two 
questions: what are the frames policy-makers use when referring to the region in 
political speeches, and how can we explain their choices? 

To answer these questions, we analyse the presidential Speeches of 19 Latin 
American countries delivered at the annual United Nations General Assembly 
(UNGA) meetings du ring 1994-2014.1 Our data-set comprises 399 Speeches, each 
of which has on average 2400 words. The analysis lends strong support to the 
claim that the words 'integration' and 'cooperation' are not used interchangeably.2 

Although both terms are used in the same speeches, presidents tend to use them 
in different contexts. First, leftist presidents speak more about 'integration' whlle 
presidents on the right of the political spectre mainly refer to 'cooperation'. This 
finding holds for the period of the 1990s' open regionalism and for the subsequent 
Pink Tide alike. Furthermore, we find a more frequent use of the term 'integration' 
when levels of democracy are higher. 

Why should webe concemed with regionalist talk if in reality regionalism has 
remained shallow? lt is important to note that we are concerned neither with actual 
regionalization processes nor with their outcome, but rather with the practice of 
regionalist discourse Oenne and Schenoni 2015). Such declaratory regionalism is 
worth analysing because it creates what Hili called a 'capabilities-expectations 
gap' (Hili 1993). Hili found sud1 a gap between 'what is expected and what can be 
achieved' in the case of the European Community in the early 1990s as a result of 
capabilities having been 'talked up' (ibid.). Following HilJ, the unfulfilled expec
tations presented the European countries with 'difficult choices and expcriences' 
(ibid., 326) that were not only 'clearly unsatisfoctory' but also 'dangerous' (ibid., 
306). Our findings allow us to specify under which conditions expectations have 
been talked up. Although it is beyond the scope of the article to investigate the 
reasons for Latin America's integration gap, fu r ther research may start from here 
taking into account that 'integration' is a more frequent referent for leftist govern
ments in more democratic countries. 

The article proceeds in four parts. First, we discuss our data and justify the 
use of UNGA speeches for the purpose of this study. The second section presents 
descriptive statistics about what presidents talk about when they refer to their 
region. In the third section we ask why presidents choose to use particular frames 
of reference in their regionalist discourse. After developing different count models 
for regression analysis based on the literature on regional integration and Latin 
Arncrican regionalism, we discuss our results. The final section concludes. 

1 These include Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican 
Republic, Ecuador, EI Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, 
Uruguay and Venezuela. 

2 For contending views see Sanahuja (2007, 31) and an early manifestation from Nye (1968, 856). 
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Table 1. Terms identified in the content anaJysis 

Sclected tcrms 

Region and sub-region Andean region; Caribbean; hemisphere; Americas; Latin 
America; South Ameriica 

RegionaJ organization ALBA; CAN; Mercosur; OAS (Organization of American 
States); UNASUR 

Type of regionalism Integration; cooperation 

Of words and deeds: measuring declaratory regionalism 

Making statements is a relatively cost-free exercise in material terms and may be 
considered a habituaJ practice of state leaders, thus not meriting further attention. 
Yet, making speeches is not free of charge. Talk creates expectations domestically 
and internationally that condition future action and provide benchmarks against 
which a government's achievements can be measured, especially in prominent 
fora such as the UNGA. Thus, as Hili has, argued, the existence of unfulfiJJed 
expectations is detrimental to the relevant actor's credibitity (HiJJ 1993, 326, 306, 
315). Constructivists go further still when they claim that highly formal poticy 
statements, as declarations of intent, are policies (Onuf 2001). In this line, they 
have claimed that rhetoric action 'entrapped' European states into the eastern 
enlargement and integration process by legjtimizing the idea of a pan-European 
community as the appropriate standard for the region (Schimmelfennig 2001). 

For the purpose of analysing regionalism in its declaratory dimension we do 
not need to go so far as to argue that statements are policies. Neither do we use 
statements as a proxy for foreign policy preferences, although other studies have 
used voting behaviour at the UNGA as an indicator of state preferences.3 Our 
initial premise is less demanding, holding merely that statements are not made 
randomly (we support this claim empiricaUy below), and that therefore speeches 
lend themselves to analysis. Even if one accuses policy-makers of lying, knowing 
who says what in the region is still relevant to understanding the international 
politics of Latin America, since presidents are likely to lie not for individual gain 
but in the service of the national interest (Schimmelfennig 2001). 

Our measure of declaratory regionalisrn is the number of references to the 
region that were made in one single speech at the UNGA, which creates a coun
try-year unit of analysis. We count as reference to the region a ll words that are 
shown in Tablc 1 and words with the same stem but a different suffix, for example, 
'region' /'regional', 'Latin American' /'Latin-Americanism', etc.4 

Although the UNGA is not a forum with a primarily regional audience, the 
frequency with which Latin American presidents have chosen to mention their 
region in their annual speeches shows that they have considered this occasion as 
relevant to speaking about regional topics. Between 1994 and 2014, presidential 

3 On the use of thc data sec Voetcn, Strczhnev, and Bailcy (2009); for a well-known study see Kirn 
and Russett (1996). 

• The Speeches were retrieved from the United Natioru. Bibliographie Information System 
(http://unbisnet.un.org/). All words were identified and counted using WordStat. We reviewed 
all refercnces to 'intcgration' and 'cooperation' manually to include onJy those refcrring to regional 
cooperation and integration. Thus, phrases such as The system of human rights protection should be 
revised, parlicularly in the field of family, children, ed ucation and international cooperation' (from the 
Uruguayan speech, 1999) were not included. 
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speeches contained on average three references to the region. Generally, content 
analysis of speeches is a technique that can handle a large amount of unstructured 
data (Mearsheimer 2010, 29) and so aUows us to increase the level of comparabil
ity across time and countries. The technique is unobtrusive in the sense that pres
idents were not asked to respond to a set of predetermined questions or to take 
a position towards regionalism per se. Thus, we can discard the effect of social 
desirability biases introduced by a researcher. 

Moreover, compared with other types of declarations and statements, presi
dentiaJ addresses at the UN bear two important advantages. First, these syntheses 
of foreign policy priorities are directly attributable to the central decision-mak
ing authority and therefore constitute an authoritative source of declaratory 
regionalism. As elsewhere in the world, in Latin America the executive branch of 
government is generally the main actor in defining foreign policy sh·ategies, but 
compared with other democracies Latin American presidents have exceptionally 
wide-ranging competences in this (and other) policy areas (Krippendorff 2004; 
Shugart and Carey 1992). The region's 'surnmitry'-by which presidents under
take important international negotiations tete-a-tete in highly exclusive and rather 
loosely institutionalized contexts-is illush·ative of presidents' influence in for
eign policy-making (O'DonnelJ 1994, Feinberg 2006). Under these circumstances, 
presidents become the central actors deciding whether to use or to avoid declara
tory regionalism. 

At the UN, presidents use the annual Speeches to outline the main foreign 
policy objectives of the incumbent administration. Of all speeches in our data-set, 
almost two-thirds were delivered by presidents themselves. Thirty-six per cent of 
all speeches were delivered by vice presidents, foreign ministers or other officials, 
yet these too were pronounced in the name of the head of state. 

The second methodological advantage of using the annual speeches at the 
UNGA rather than statements made in national or regional fora is the relative 
neutrality of their context. Presidents may say different things depending on their 
audience and the moment in time a statement is made. Such potential problems 
of comparability can be minimalized by holding these conditions stable, as is the 
case in the UNGA opening sessions that take place during September each year. 
Since the speeches are addressed to other govemments but also broadcast to both 
local and global audiences, the occasion provides an exceptional opportunity for 
presidents to use declaratory regionalism as both a domestic and a foreign poLicy 
tool. The relative indeterminateness of the target audience dilutes potential biases 
that are likely to be present in Speeches delivered in other fora such as regionaJ 
summits and which contain references to the region almost by default. Thus, by 
analysing the yearly speeches at the UNGA, it is: possible to obtain a broad picture 
of Latin America's declaratory regionalism over time, which is comparable across 
countries and years. To the best of our knowledge, for the purpose at hand, this is 
the first research article to take advantage of the data that are publicly available. 

Before we describe Latin America's declaratory regionalism, two caveats 
are in order. First, a problem common to speech analysis is the fact that some 
addresses are simply lengthier than others. At thc UNGA, Argentina's Fernando 
de la Rua performed the shortest intervention with a 695-word speech in 2000, 
while Mexico's President Felipe Calder6n gave the langest speech consisting 
of 5918 words in 2012. Plain verbosity may therefore be mistaken for an inter
est in the region, a problem that is linked to a second, arguably more important 
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Limitation of our analysis, which is neglect of the context in which a statement is 
made. In order to minimize the problem, we revised all references to 'integration' / 
'cooperation' individually, excluding references such as 'development coop
eration' that do not specifically concern regional integration/cooperation. To 
understand these nuances, further research and the use of other methods will be 
required. In this article, we merely take a first step in describing Latin America's 
declaratory regionalism and narrow our contribution to explaining under which 
conditions particular frames are used. 

Declaratory regionalism: who says what? 

Based on Table 1, we distinguish thrce types of frames of declaratory regional
ism: distinct geographical regions and sub-regions, regional organizations and the 
type of regionalism, which may be cooperation (policy coordination) or integra
tion (transfer of sovereignty). This section describes the combined use of refer
ences to these frames in the UNGA speeches across countries and time, before it 
deals with each of the different types individually. First, however, it is necessary 
to contextualize Latin America's regional project. Although we are not concerned 
with regionalism in practice, the changes that occurred during the study period 
need to be taken into consideration when analysing the references made to it in 
political speeches. 

Scholars generally agree that between 1994 and 2014 Latin American region
alism underwent a shift from Washington-consensus-based 1 open regionalism' 
towards a new post-liberal (Sanahuja 2009) or post· hegemonic (Riggirozzi and 
Tussie 2012) regionalisrn. Economically, this entailed the re-orientation of devel
opment models away from market liberalization towards more inclusive forms of 
human development. In political terrns, post-hegemonic regionalism meant the 
search for greater autonomy from the United States (US) in commerce and finan
cial policy-making and generally. The following paragraphs show that these shifts 
are represented in the frames used in declaratory regionalism, but, as we shall 
argue subsequently, both integration and cooperation remained important core 
concepts for Latin American presidents in th.e post-liberal era. 

Figure 1 shows the frequency of mentioning the region and its institutions 
in presidential speeches: the countries with the most vocal regionalist discourse 
were not the same during the period of open regionalism and after (see Figure 1). 

As Figure 1 shows, the countries that heralded a more liberal understanding 
of regionalism-for example, Brazil, Chile, Paraguay and Panama-were the 
more vociferous during the first period (1994-2003), while post-liberal regional
ism brought to the forefront of declaratory regionaJisrn four out of the five coun· 
tries of the Bolivarian Alliance for the Peoples of Our America (ALBA)-Ecuador, 
Venezuela, Cuba and Nicaragua. In line with the shlft in the overall frequency 
of declaratory regionalism, our data also show differences in the use of frames 
regarding the different geographical regions. 

Figure 2 shows that presidential speeches evoked different regional concep
tualizations specified as the following macro-regions: South America, Cenh·al 
America, Latin America and the American Hemisphere/Continent. Membership 
in different institutions that bring together the countries of each of these regions 
is not exclusive and often overlaps (Malamud and Gardini 2012, 122). However, 
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reference to any one region carries a different political message. Framing the 
region as the 'hemisphere' highlights the leading role of the United States (Legler 
2013, 334). Other countries such as Brazil, Lahn America's biggest country and 
largest economy, may prefer evoking sub-regional concepts (including for that 
matter South America) within which they play a more influential role (Onuki, 
Mouron and Urdinez, 2016). Central American countries may pursue a similar 
strategy 'excluding' the United States from the region. The framing of Latin Amer
ica, on the other hand, can be seen as the best choice of secondary powers such as 
Argentina or Mexico to sirnultaneously counter-balance the diplomatic legitimiza
tion strategies of the US and Brazil. 

As shown in Figure 2, Brazilian presidents referred almost twice as often to 
South America as did any other govemment. This reflects the Brazilian origin of 
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the concept and BrasiLia's interest in promoting the sub-region to position itself 
as the central hub of international cooperation (Burges 2015; Lima 2013; Teixeira 
2012). At the opposite side are Colombian and Chilean presidents, who almost 
never referred to South America in their statements, most likely as a way to coun
ter Brazil's quest for sub-regional influence, as has been noted by several observ
ers (Flemes and Wehner 2015). Although the contrast is less stark in other cases, 
the tendencies nevertheless reflect foreign policy preferences as discussed in the 
relevant literature. Venezuela, for instance, tended to avoid the concept of South 
America as a means of discursive contestation and initiaUy preferred 'Latin Amer
ica'. Later on, however, former president Hugo Chavez embraced the Brazilian 
concept (Chodor and McCarthy-Jones 2013) and incorporated it into his speeches. 
The same can be said of Argentina, Bolivia and Uruguay, where references to 
hemispheric and Pan-American relations during the 1990s were replaced almost 
entirely by references to South America in the 2000s, leading to the mixed output 
in Figure 2. 

What could be labelled a 'paradigm shift' in Latin American regionalism has 
Ied some observers to argue that the '[t]he conception of integration/regional
ism in terms of trade is deeply associated with the notion of "open regionalism"' 
(Grugel and Riggirozzi 2012, 2), thus linking the term 'integration' to the very 
agenda that post-liberal regionalism has sought to overcome. Accordingly, we 
should see presidents in the post-liberal era talking less about integration, a trend 
that cannot be confirmed by our data, as shown in Figure 3. We set the cut-off point 
when the orthodox neoliberal economic model was finally abandoned in 2004, the 
year the US-led negotiations on a Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA) were 
stopped. Since then, the word 'integration ' has been used between nine and 30 
times in the yearly UNGA speeches, with no discernible trend.5 

~ Tue year 2000 needs to be seen a~ an exception given that all speeches revolved around the 
establishment of the Millennium Development Goals by the UN. 
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Figures 4. Word clusters 

Figu res 5. Word clusters 

fnterestingly, the curve of the use of the word 'cooperation' correlates more 
closely to the ~use of 'integration' during the period of open regionalism. Yet, after 
2004 too, the relation is not clearly anti-cyclical, indicating that the two terms were 
not used as substitutes but tended tobe used in conjunction. These numbers sug
gest that on the aggregate regional level the core ideas of integration and cooper
ation remained similarly important references both during open regionalism and 
in its aftermath, although their content may have differed over time. 

Toprobe this point further, we examined the context in which the terms 'inte
gration' and 'cooperation' were used in relation to other words. Figures 4 and 5 
show the most frequentassociations ofwords with 'integration' and 'cooperation', 
respectively, during the time of open regionalism and during the post-liberal 
period. For a word to be associated with either of the terms, it had to appear 
within the same paragraph, these being typically no longer than three sentences 
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in the transcripts of UNGA speeches. The closeness of association is measured by 
a Jaccard coefficient using WordStat and is reflected in the distance from the words 
'integration' and 'cooperation'. In addition, the figures show whether the associ
ated words are related, thicker lines meaning a stronger association. 

Two conclusions can be drawn from comparing the word clusters for the peri
ods 1994-2004 and 2004-2014. First, the concept of 'cooperation' clearly broadened 
over time to become associated with a !arger number of areas including defence, 
finance and the rule of law, amongst others. Second, contrary to the claim that 
Latin American regionalism turned away from the (Washington-consensus-asso
ciated) term of 'integration', the associated terms in Figure 5 show that integration 
remained an irnportant concept for post-liberal Latin and South American region
alism. Taken together, our data suggest that, although there were changes in how 
policy-makers thought about integration and cooperation and about how these 
were best achieved, the core ideas of 'integration' and 'cooperation' remained rel
evant referents for Latin American regionalism. This sets the basis for the anal
ysis in the next section, but, before proceeding, it is worth highlighting that our 
conclusion is in line with less radical readings of the development of Latin Amer
ica's regionalist project, which point to continuities rather than sweeping change. 

First, as one of the advocates of the paradigm shift argument hirnself points out, 
open regionalism was not merely about economic integration but inherently polit
ical, as the liberal agenda simultaneously sought to fill govemance spaces in areas 
such as regional security and migration, amongst others (Sanahuja 2012). Second, 
new organizations such as the Union of South American Nations (UNASUR) and the 
Bolivarian Alliance for the Peoples of Our Amei:ica-People's Trade Treaty (ALBA
TCP) have not been bestowed with independent competences to promote inclusive 
development (Dabene 2009; Serbin 2011, 17:6); and, third, amongst them was also 
the Pacific Alliance, which, since its creation in 2011, has been a p1ime example of 
market Liberalism with no agenda of political integration (Malamud 2013, 20:5). 

Having established the concepts of integration and cooperation as valid cat
egories in political speeches, the following section asks under which conditions 
presidents enact these utterances. 

What drives the discu rsive integration of Latin America? 

To shed light on the circumstances under which presidents talk about regional 
integration and the less demanding form of regional cooperation, respectively, we 
constructed a panel of declaratory regionalism at the UNGA for 19 Latin American 
countries for the period from 1994 to 2014. Two separate models seek to explain 
references to integration and cooperation by country-years. 

Our independent variables can be divided into two sets of factors. The first 
set of independent variables accounts for the socio-political conditions in a given 
country and captures factors that are highlighted as drivers of integration in the 
literature on Latin American regional ism and regional integration theory. First, 
we account for the ideology of the president. Ernst Haas, the founding father of 
neo-functionalist regional integration theory, was reluctant to concede any role to 
ideology when writing on the European Communities in the 1950s. He consid
ered ideology tobe 'merely a mood, an ambiance that remain.s compatible with 
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the attenuated national consciousness' in Europe (Haas 1958, xxix). Within the 
discipline of international relations (IR), the end of the Cold War discredited theo
rizing ideology further. However, in Latin America the regional pnfrin grande (the 
greater motherland) has traditionaJly been an important referent for leftist ide
ology and culture. The progressive electorate has supported regionalism as part 
of an anti-US, anti-capitalist intellectual tradition (Corrales and Feinberg 1999). 
As Olivier Dabene has written, 'the leftist discourse is ambiguous to the extent 
that it uses integration as an instrument to defend the sovereignty of these coun
tries against the threat of imperialism' (Dabene 2009, 367). Regardless of the fact 
that Latin America's left has failed to build strong regional institutions-indeed, 
the only regional integration scheme initiated by the left was ALBA6-to explain 
declaratory regionalism we therefore expect ideology to increase integrationist 
talk at the UNGA. 

To operationalize the ideology of presidents, we combined three different 
measures into a new variable that ranges from 1 (extremely left) to 7 (extremely 
right). The 1-7 scale is used by Merke and Reynoso (2016), who carried out expert 
surveys to classify the ideological position of Latin American presidents. Since 
experts' assessments may be problematic, we further consulted the data from 
Murillo et al (2010) and Levitsky and Roberts (2013), whose studies define as 'left' 
'political actors who seek, as a central progra111111atic objective, to reduce social and 
economic inequalities' (5, emphasis in original). Both data-sets have Limitations, 
however. MuriJlo et al cover all countries included in our study only up to 2008; 
Levitsky and Roberts (2013) cover all years but for a limited number of countries. 
Moreover, their coding is minim<llistic in the sense th<lt it is a dkhotomous varia
ble that assumes 1 when the president is leftist and 0 otherwise. 

After rescaling the data from Murillo et al on to a 1-7 scale, it is possible to see 
that the measure closely correlates with Merke and Reynoso's (0.90). When trans
formed into a dummy variable (with the threshold set at 3.5), both data-sets have a 
correlation with Levitsky and Robel"ts of 0.81. Being confident that the three data
sets are an accurate measure of the ideological position of Latin American pres
idents, we calculated the mean of Merke and Reynoso and the rescaled version 
of Murillo et al and used thls measure as our proxy for ideology of the president. 

In addition, we include economic growth as a proxy for the expansion of 
economic activity. Both functionalist theories of regional integration (Haas 
1970; Schmitter 1970) and Moravzcik's influential liberal intergovenunentaLism 
(Moravcsik 1993) put the expansion of production and trade at the heart of the 
integration process. While the relation between economic performance and actual 
integration is beyond our concern, we are interested in whether, as a result of 
economic growth, domestic demands for greater access to foreign (induding 
regional) markets pressure governments into advocating integration. Solingen 
(1998) has shown how emerging econornic actors can foster pro-integration coali
tions in regions other than Europe, including in the American Southem Cone, and 
we therefore expect economic growth to lead to more references to integration as 
presidents seek to satisfy domestic constituencies. 

Conversely, we expect economic slump to increase presidents' refer
ences to 'cooperation'. Latin American governments typically rely on output
legitimacy, with the effect that economic crises often translate unhampered into 

• We thank one of the reviewers for pointing this out. 
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socio-political crises (Perez Li.fian 2010). Domestically embattled governments are 
highJy unlikely to lead integration initiatives and may even retreat from them, 
as we see in the case of Brazil, which was Latin America's most likely leader of 
regional integration with the potential to bear the costs of integration Genne 2015; 
Malamud, 2005; Schenoni 2017). Cooperation, on the other hand, entails fewer 
costs and was widely used by Latin American governments in the past to bolster 
their legitimacy extemally when faced with internal economic crises (Grugel and 
Riggirozzi 2007, 99). The yearly economic growth rates were retrieved from the 
World Bank Data indicators. 

The third variable of countries' socio-political context included in the models 
is democratic performance. Here, we build on the well-established insight that 
democracy is a precondition for successful integration (Deutsch 1957; Hurrell 
1998, 254; Schmitter 1995). Debate about this can be seen as an appendage to dis
cussion of the democratic peace theory, which is especially contested in the Latin 
American context (Martin 2006, 118-124; Simmons 2002). Scholars disagree over 
how best to explain the correlation between democracy and integration, some 
pointing to incentive structures created by domestic institutions (Mansfield et al 
2008), while others highlight shared value and belief systems (Inglehart 1997). 
Regardless of the mechanism at work, we exjpect the number of references to 'inte
gration' to increase with higher scores of democratic performance, for which we 
use the standard measure of the Polity IV data project (Marshall et al 2002). 

ln addHion, a state's external geopolitical environment is Likely to influence 
presidents' rhetoric in international fora such as the UNGA. The dominant realist 
school of IR predicts cooperation between states in the face of external threats, 
which in the case of Latin America stem almost exclusively from their immediate 
neighbours. Governments are unlikely to promote regional integration when they 
are in conflict with a neighbouring state; instead we expect presidents to speak 
about cooperation in situations of interstate dispute with the same frequency or 
even more so than in times of amicable relations. Disputes between Latin Amer
ican states have seldom disrupted diplomatic relations or, worse, escalated into 
armed conflict (Martin 2006). Rather, governments have turned to the region for 
help to mediate quarrels formally or informally (Dominguez 2003). At the very 
least, disputes have prompted govemments to call for enhanced cooperation 
(Merke 2011), which leads us to expect a higher frequency of the use of the term 
'cooperation' in years in which states experienced interstate dispute. To meas
ure whether a state faced external conflict, we rely on the Militarized lnterstate 
Dispute (Mill) data of Palmer et al (2015), who record cases of conflict 'in which 
the threat, display or use of military force short of war by one member state is 
explicitiy directed towards the govemment, official representatives, official forces, 
property, or territory of another state' Oones et al 1996, 163). In the sample, 14 per 
cent of all country-year dyads had an MID. 

Lastly, the models include a variable for electoral years to control for the effect 
of presidents using the UNGA as a platform to gain support for upcoming national 
elections. Thus, Argentina's Nestor Kirchner for instance compared himself in the 
election year 2007 with other candidates by saying, 'In our policy, regional inte
gration is a priority.' The year is calculated as 12 months from the UNGA annual 
opening session. 

The second set comprises references to Latin America's different geographical 
regions and regional organizations. With these variables we seek to control for 
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whether the term 'integration' was more often used by members of an organiza
tion thathasexplicitgoals to integrate. TheSouthern Common Market (Mercosur), 
for instance, has explicitly promoted economic integration. On the other hand, 
UNASUR has made little headway in integrating its members either economi
cally or politically. Nevertheless, because UNASUR was the first flagship project 
of South America's post-liberal regionalism and as such received widespread 
Support from the Pink lide governments, we can expect that being a member of 
UNASUR increased the use of the term 'integration' as weil. Following the same 
logic, we expect policy-makers to speak about 'integration' more often when they 
refer to Central America, South America or Latin America than when presidents 
speak about the 'hemisphere'. Although these variables often show the signifi
cance and sign that we expect, they are included merely as controls in our models. 

Stntisticnl 111odel 

A count econometric model that considers how many times something has hap
pened is best suited for our data.7 The choice of the best-fit count model depends 
on two sets of questions: (a) How is our outcome variable distributed? How does 
the variance compare with the mean? and (b) Does the outcome variable contain 
zeroes? 

A Poisson regression model (PRM), the most common count model, works 
with a strong assumption that the conditional variance in the dependent variable 
equals the conditional mean. If this is not the case, negative binomial regression 
(NBRM) can be used for over·dispersed count data, that is, when the conditional 
variance exceeds the conditional mean. In our data, however, the dependent var
iables (references to 'integration' and 'cooperation' in a speech) contain zeroes, 
which cxcludes the possibility of using h-uncated specifications. Moreover, a like
lihood ratio test showed that our dependent variables are not overly dispersed. 
This suggests that the best specification is a Poisson model, to which we added 
robust standard errors and yearly fixed effects. A correlation mab·ix of the inde
pendent variables shows that we can rule out problems of multicolinearity (see 
Tablc A in the Appendix). 

Results 

Table 2 provides the coefficients expressed as percentage changes in the expected 
count. Presented in this way, the results are easily comparable when contrasting 
the two types of declaratory regionalism, integration and cooperation. Models 1, 
2 and 3 explore the relation between the independent variables and the use of the 
word 'integration' in speeches; models 4, 5, and 6 repeat the same with regards to 
the use of the word 'cooperation'. 

Models 1 and 4 include the least variables, testing these without the use of geo
graphic regionaJ frames and fixed effects for regional organizations. Models 2 and 

7 Few IR scholars have used count models. The most frequently used statistical model, Linear 
regression, makes the problcmatic assumption that underlying continuous processes gcncratc 
observations that are also continuous. The true relationship in our dependent variables is not linear, 
and a linear approximation would not, in most cases, even be a reasonable working assumption (King 
1988, 845). 
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Table 2. Percentage change in expected count for mentions of 'integration' in presidential 
speeches at UNGA 

Integration Cooperation 

Model 1 Model 2 Model3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 

Economic 3.4 2.5 2.5 -0.7 -1.1 -2 
growth (%) 

(0.205) (0.387) (0.368) (0.677) (0.544) (0.366) 

President's - 16" - 13.5" - 13 „ 20""" 18.5 ... „ 18 „„„ 
ideology (%) 

(0.013) (0.023) (0.036) {0.000) (0.000) (0.000) 

Electoral year (%) 1.4 -4 -3 -5 -6 -6 

(0.939) 0.830 (0.893) (0.665) (0.633) (0.622) 

Democratic 11.3 „„„ 9 „„„ 8"'" -3" -3 „ -3.5 „ 
performance (%) 

(0.000) 0.000 (0.003) (0.035) (0.043) (0.023) 

Interstate -20 -33 -4l -6.5 -6 -12 
dispute (%) 

(0.431) 0.131 (0.060) (0.71) (0.743) (0.477) 

GDP per 0.008" 0.001 „ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
capita (%) 

(0.013) (0.012) (0.075) (0.77) (0.979) (0.510) 

PopulaHon (%) O.l 0.01 -0.l O.l 0.2 0.3„ 

(0.646) 0.958 (0.643) (0.168) (0.069) (0.016) 

Pink Tide year (%) 58 184 „ 170 „ -72 „„ -77"" -76"" 

(0.217) 0.027 (0.032) (0.001) (0.004) (0.005) 

References to 14 „„„ 11 """ 10 „.„ 
'cooperation' (%) 

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) 

References to 15.5 „„„ 14"*" 12 .... „ 
'integration' (%) 

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) 

References to 3 2.2 26 31 „ 
'hemispherc' (%) 

(0.816) (0.841) (0.062) (0.037) 

References to 3.5 12 „ .... 4 5 
Central 
America (%) 

(0.267) (0.000) (0.104) (0.07) 

References to 11.5 .... 9 „„ 1.3 1.5 
Latin America (%) 

(0.002) (0.008) (0.587) (0.499) 

References to 17" 15 „ 1.4 0.3 
South America (%) 

(0.022) (0.017) (0.573) (0.899) 
(Continued) 
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Table 2. (Continued) 

Jntegration Cooperation 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model4 Model 5 Model 6 
Mercosur 67 • -9 
members (%) 

(0.026) (0.522) 

CAN members (%) 103 .„ -9 

(O.OC») (0.604) 

ALBA -30 -23 
members (%) 

(0.202) (0.192) 

UNASUR 21 107„ 
members (%) 

(0.545) (0.009) 

Year fixed effects Yes Yes Ycs Yes Ycs Ycs 
Period 1994- 1994- 1994- 1994- 1994- 1994-

2014 2014 2014 2014 2014 2014 

Pseudo R2 0.15 0.19 0.21 0.12 0.13 0.15 

Observations 366 366 366 366 366 366 

P-vn/11es in parentheses. 
Statistical significance: 'p < 0.05 -p < 0.01 mp < 0.001. 
Mercosur members fixed effects take into account the suspensions of Paraguay and 
Venezuela. 

5 incorporate geographical regions fixed effects. Fi.nally, models 3 and 6 include 
both geographical regions and regional organizations fixed effects. The incremen
tal nature of the models helps to test the robusb1ess of our findings across differ
ent sub-regions and membership in different regional organizations within Latin 
America. 

The three models explaining mentions of 'fr1tegration' in speeches (1, 2 and 
3) confirm our expectations with regard to the regional frames presidents used 
alongside the term 'integration'. The findi.ngs further support our expectations 
regarding regime ideology and democratic performance. The stronger left a presi
dent's ideology, the more he or she used the word 'integration' in the yearly UNGA 
speeches. SpecificaUy, each point to the right on the 1-7 point scale reduced the 
probabiüty of the word 'integration' being used by 13-16 per cent. lndependently, 
holding all other variables stable, the post-liberal period had a positive effect 
on the use of the word 'integration'. Jn comparison with the years prior to 2004, 
post-liberal regionalism increased references to 'integration' on average by 180 
per cent. With regard to democracy, each one point·increase in democratic perfor· 
mance increased the probability that 'integraticm' was mentioned in a speech by 
approximately ten per cent. 

The results on economic performance are mixed. The effect of economic 
growth is small and statistically insignificant, ai lthough in two of the three mod
els higher per capita national income is associated with more frequent use of the 
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word 'integration'. However, the magnitude of the effect is comparably small with 
a probability increase of 1-8 per cent. Nevertheless, overaU we can conclude that 
Latin American presidents spoke about integration in favourable economic and 
poLitical contexts when they belonged to the poLitical left, and more so when their 
mandate feil during the post-liberal period. Above all, the term 'integration' was 
associated with all sub-regional frarnings except 'hernisphere'. 

Models 4, 5 and 6 explain the use of the word 'cooperation'. In Jine with the 
results for 'integration' being used in speeches, the mentioning of 'cooperation' 
was strongly associated with rightist govenunents, the years the model of open 
regionalism dominated, and poorer democratic performance. With regard to 
regime ideology, each additional point in the seven-point left-right scale increased 
the probability that a president spoke about cooperation by 18-20 per cent, 
depending on the model. This holds for the periods of both open and post-lib
eral regionalism, although the years of the Pink Ttde reduced the use of the word 
'cooperation' by about 75 per cent. With respect to democracy, a worsening of 
democratic performance increased the probability that 'cooperation' was men
tioned by approximately three per cent per each point in the Polity IV scale. Lastly, 
the hypothesis that talk of integration and cooperation at the UNGA reflects the 
extemal secu1ity environment of states was not confirmed using the interstate 
disputes variable. The negative effect on mentioning 'integration' is substantive 
(20-44 per cent, depending on the model), but not statistically signjficant. There
fore, we conclude that Latin America's decl.aratory regionalism reflects domestic 
political preferences for particular types of regionalism, which depend to a !arge 
extent on political ideology. Regarding the fixed effects, in model 6, UNASUR 
members augmented references to 'cooperation' by 107 per cent, which is consist
ent with the organization's goals. However, as for the geographical regions, coop
eration was reserved for references to the 'hemisphere'. The effect is statistically 
significant and substantive, raising the probability of using the term 'cooperation' 
by 31 per cent. 

Conclusions 

Latin America's regionalism is widely known tobe strong in rhetoric but weak 
in substance. Regionalist discourse has created expectations that have often 
remained unmet, resulting thus in what Hili (1993) called a 'capabilities-expec
tations gap'. This article has taken a closer look at the speeches of political actors 
talking up expectations and asked under which conditions they are likely to do so. 

Our findings suggest that latin America's declaratory regionalism is not a 
uniform practice. Presidents-the region's central actors in foreign policy-mak
ing-used different frames when speaking about regionalism in order to convey 
their political preferences for a particular ttype of regional relations. Analysing 
the annual speeches presidents delivered at the UNGA between 1994 and 2014, 
we found two broad types of declaratory regionaJism, one emphasizing coop
eration-a more lirnited form of regionalism-and the other integration, which 
entails the pooling of sovereignty. Strictly speaking, only the latter type may be 
blamed for the capabilities--expectations gap, as it created expectations about a far 
more demanding form of regional coordination with the effect of diminishing the 
compctences of individual states. 
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Although the use of the words 'cooperation' and 'integration' in the UNGA 
speeches was not mutually exclusive, the con texts in which they were placed 
differed significantly. GeneralJy, speaking of regional relations in terms of 'coop
eration' was strongly associated with the framing of the region as the 'hemi
sphere'. Conversely, regionalist talk about 'integration' was most frequent when 
presidents referred to the South American, Central American or Latin American 
regions. Our analysis also identified domestic political variables that affected 
declaratory regionalism. Leftist presidents refened more often to 'integration' in 
their annual speeches, and this effect holds after controlling for the years of the 
Pink Tide. lndeed, this period is associated with a larger number of references to 
'integration' in the speeches. Tue positive effect of leftist ideology on the use of 
the word 'integration' was stronger still when countries were more democratic 
and wealthier. 

Our findings regarding regime ideology may not come as a surp1ise to many 
Latin Americanists, who generally agree that regionalism underwent a shift from 
the 1990s' open regionalism to a broader, newly energized agenda of post-liberal 
regionalism as leftist governments were elect,ed across Latin America. As the 
term 'integration' had been deeply associated with the model of open region
alism, however, it remained undear what post-liberal regionalism and the Pink 
Tide governments put on these countries' political agendas: integration, albeit 
including a different set of policy prescriptions, or merely cooperation with no 
aspiration of creating supranational governance structures? Our analysis helps 
clarify the debate by showing that speeches delivered during the Pink Tide had 
a much higher probability of including references to integration. The particular 
way it was envisioned surely changed, but, in essence, governments du ring this 
period generally referred to the more demandling form of regional integration. 
To restate, the role of leftist ideology had an independent, positive effect on the 
use of the word 'integration' which was significant throughout the period ana
lysed. 

Our analysis of declaratory regionalism does not allow conclusions about the 
reasons for Latin America's regional integration gap. Illuminating what type of 
regionalism was referred to and under what circumstances, the findings say noth
ing about actual policies. However, the analysis does take a first step in that direc
tion, advising future research to take seriously the role of ideology in shaping 
ideas about different types of regionalism. The relevant literature has tended to 
discredit ideology as a factor influencing foreign policy-making, yet our analy
sis strongly suggests that the neglect may have come to the detrirnent of greater 
insights into the regional dynamics of Latin American politics. 
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Appendix 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

1 References to 'integration' 1.00 

2 References to 'cooperation' 0.24 1.00 

3 Economic growth 0.07 -0.01 1.00 

4 President's -0.03 0.18 -0.07 1.00 
ideology 

5 Electoral year 0.02 0.00 0.04 0.08 1.00 

6 Oemocratic 0.12 O.Dl 0.00 0.38 0.11 1.00 
performance 

7 1 n tersta te d ispu te -0.08 -0.02 -0.09 0.04 0.01 -0.08 l.00 

8 References to 0.22 0.13 0.10 -0.12 0.07 -0.04 0.05 1.00 
Latin America 

9 References to South Arnerica 0.24 0.10 0.03 -0.16 0.04 0.01 0.05 0.21 1.00 

10 References to 'hemisphere' 0.09 0.19 0.05 0.13 0.09 0.06 -0.03 0.10 0.09 1.00 

11 Refercnces to 0.15 0.12 -0.04 -0.02 -0.06 -0.05 0.02 0.28 0.05 -0.03 1.00 
Central America 

12 Mercosur 0.05 -0.01 -0.07 -0.16 0.02 0.17 -0.17 -0.05 0.10 0.03 -0.24 1.00 
members 

13 CAN members• 0.10 0.02 0.01 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.31 0.07 0.06 0.03 -0.23 -0.31 1.00 

14 ALBA members 0.00 -0.11 0.12 -0.50 -0.05 -0.39 0.00 0.24 0.13 -0.07 0.16 -0.15 0.09 1.00 

15 UN AS UR 0.09 0.02 0.09 -0.31 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.16 0.17 -0.02 -0.06 0.15 0.19 0.26 1.00 Q 
~ members c 

GDP per capitab -0,07 -0.06 0.09 -0.25 0.02 0.08 -0.14 0.14 0.09 0.11 -0.07 0.28 -0.26 0.05 0.44 1.00 
.... 

16 ~ 

"' 
Population -0.01 0.05 -0.08 -0.06 0.01 0.04 -0.03 0.02 0.17 -0.04 -0.15 0.34 -0.07 -0.12 -0.06 0.29 1.00 ~ 

17 ~ 
18 Pink Ttde year 0,01 -0.13 0.25 -0.33 -0.02 0.04 -0.16 0.09 0.08 -0.08 0.10 0.00 -0.05 0.32 0.37 0.37 0.04 1.00 ~ 

~ 
~ 

•CAN = Andean Communi ty of Nations. "' 
bCOP = gross domestic product. N ..... 
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